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Magnetic Properties of Trivalent Ions of Europium and Samarium
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The magnetic susceptibilities of Eu 2 0 3 , Sm 2 0 3 (in two crystalline modifications) and
Sm 2 ( C 2 0 4 ) 3 · 10H 2 0 have been measured from 12 to 300° K. A strong dependence of the
magnetic properties of the samarium ion on the crystalline structure of the compound in
which it occurs was found. With a decrease in the effect of the crystalline field, the experimental curves of the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility approximate
the theoretical curve of Van Vleck for free ions. An apparatus for measuring magnetic
susceptibility over a wide temperature interval is described.

stead of the simple Curie law for the magnetic
susceptibility, there results in this case the more
complicated expression

l. INTRODUCTION

THE investigation of the magnetic properties of
the rare earth elements has played a significant
role in the study of the structure of atomic electron
shells. The magnetic susceptibility of the
majority of the compounds of the rare earth elements satisfies the Curie law. The compounds of
europium and samarium are an exception. The
splitting of the deepest multiplet levels is very
small for the ions of these elements. The difference in energy between the first excited level and
the ground state E 1 - E 0 is comparable with the
energy of thermal motion even at room temperatures. The magnitude of ( E 1 - E 0 )/k "-' 1400° K
for samarium. As Van Vleck has shown 1, this
must lead to intrinsic anomalies in the temperature dependence of the. magnetic susceptibility.
For an explanation of the magnetic properties of
europium and samarium, two circumstances must
be considered.
l. The smallness of the difference E 1 - E 0
indicates a significant effect of the quadratic
term in the energy of interaction of the magnetic
moment of the atom with the magnetic field. In-
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taken of nondiagonal matrix elements of the square
of the magnetic moment. In the region of low
temperatures the first term predominates, and the
susceptibility varies in inverse proportion to the
temperature. As the temperatl!re is increased, the
susceptibility approaches a constant limit. The
magnetic susceptibility of the trivalent ion of
samarium must satisfy this law for low temperatures.
2. 1\1oreover, because of the smallness of the
multiplet splitting, a considerable portion of the
ions are in excited states even at room temperatures. Formula (l) wi 11 be correct for such a group
of ions, occurring in the equation with a given
value of /. Van Vleck has derived the following
general formula for the total susceptibility:

I

The magnetic susceptibilitr of Eu +++must satisfy
this dependence. E 1 - E 0 for samarium is suf-
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in which there enters the temperature independent
term N c:;.r The latter arises when account is
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Van Vleck's theory at the lowest possible
temperatures is of very great interest. Sufficiently
complete experimental re suits were not obtained in
the works completed earlier by Wiersma and

ficiently large up to "-' 150° K this summation may
be limited to only its first term. The testing of
1 J.H.Van Vleck, The Theory of Electric and Magnetic
Susceptibilities, Oxford, 1932.
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Schultz 2 anrl by Trapnell and Selwoor1 3 • The
present work is devoted to an experimental investigation of the magnetic properties of the trivalent ions of europium and srunarium at low
temperatures.
2. APPARATUS AND SAMPLES

The Faraday method, based on the measurement
of the force exerted on a small sample placed in
an inhomogeneous field, was used in the measurement of the magnetic susceptibility.
A general view of the ap7
paratus is schematically
represented in Fig. l. The
magnetic field, in which the
6
sample 2 under investigation
was placed, was produced
by the electomagnet 1.
Powdered sampl~s were
placeo in a quartz tube of
diameter 3 mm and height 5
mm. The tube was sus/{lpenrled by a long quartz
thread 3 from one end of the
15beam of a balance which
served for the measurement
of the force exerted on the
sample. The balance beam
10 4 had an arm 3 em in length;
f it was reinforced by a tension
member 5 made of bronze
strip of thickness 30 f1 and
width O.f:i mm. Screws 6 and
7 served for the adjustment
of the center of gravitf anrl
FIG. I. Diagram of
the attainment of equi ibrium
the apparatus for the
in the absence of the field.
measurement of magThe balance was provided
netic susceptibility
with an oil rtamper 8. ·The
over a wide range of
temperatures ( 10 position of the balance was
300° K ).
observed by the deflection of
a light beam on a scale located 2m away. The force acting on the sample
was balanced by the force of interaction of the
magnetic field of the compensating coil 10, fed
with alternating current, on a piece of permalloy
suspended from the other arm of the beam. The
tube containing the sample and the counterweight
of permalloy were suspended from the beam arms

ct

2

E. C. Wiersma and B. H. Schultz, Physica 13, 171

(1933).
3 B. M. W. Trapnell and P. W. Selwood, Nature 169,
840 ( 1952)·

by quartz threads (diameter 50f1). The balance
and the suspendeo sample were enclosed in a
hermetically sealed system consisting of the cover
11 and the glass tubes 12 and 13. The lower part
of the tube 13 was removable (as a section) and
had at the end a copper tube 16. Calibration of
the entire apparatus was done by means of
standard weights, certified by the All-Union Institute of \1etrology.
In order to allow the measurement of the magnetic susceptibility over a wide range of temperatures, the tube 13, in which the sample was located, was surrounded with a vacuum jacket 14.
This entire system was immersed in the Dewar 15,
filled with either liquid nitrogen or hydrogen. A
heating coil was wound on the copper tube 16. Ry
sending current through the heater with a vacuum of
"' 10" 3 mm Hg in the jacket, we can easily cover
the two continuous temperature ranges from 20 to
90° K and from 77 to 300° K.
The temperature was measured by means of a
copper-constantan thErmocouple soldered to the
copper tube. It was ascertained that the temperature of the sample was always sufficiently close
to the temperature of the copper tube surrounding
it.
The described apparatus allowed the measurement of the magnetic susceptibility over a wide
temperature interval.
The sensitivity of the balance was "-'0.003 mg
per 1 mm deflection of the light beam. Th1·ee
field intensities, from 2 to 6 kilo -oersteds,. depending on the susceptibility of the sample, were
used in the susceptibility measurements. With
a maximum fieH intensity and with a sample of
weight "'10 mg, the sensitivity of the arrangement
was "'10" 8 cgsu per 1 mm deflection of the light
beam. We estimate the accuracy of the determination of the absolute value of the susceptibility as 3-4%. The accuracy of the relative
measurements was "'1.5%.
All the samples we investigated had the form of
microcrystalline powders. '\1easurements were
made on portions of "'10 mg, and were made on
at least two portions of each compound. The
majority of the compoun<ls were kindly prepared
for us by I. ~. Zaozerskii and were of special
purity. The quantity of impurities in the sample
of Fu 20 3 did not exceerl 0.1% and was less than
0.0 1% in the samples of Sm 2 0 3 (I) and
Sm 2 (C 2 0 4 ) 3

•

lOH 2 0. On being stored for a long

time, the oxides of samarium and europium absorb
carbon dioxide and water. Pence, they were all
kept at a temperature of 800° C f01· two homrs be-
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fore the JTieasurernents. In the case of samarium,
measurements were also made with unheated oxides. In this latter case a correction was made
for the weight of the absorbed carbon dioxide and
water.
3. MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY OF Eu 20 3

One sample of Eu 20 3 was investigated. A
diamagnetic correction, which we took as- 0.35
x 10-b cgsu, corresponding to the results of the
measurement 2 of the susceptibility of Lal\, was
made to the measured specific susceptibility.
The temperature dependence which we obtained
for the gram-atomic magnetic susceptibility of the
Fu+++- ion is shown in Fig. 2. The dashed curve
was given in reference 3 on the basis of values
of the susceptibility at only 4 temperatures. (The
experimental values are indicated by small
crosses.) The results of Trapnell and Selwood
agree sufficiently well with our results, although
they drew their curve erroneously because of an
insufficiency of experimental points.
J
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coincides with the value 5000 crn- 1 obtained from
snectrosc opic results.
The number of ions in the ground state decreases
with an increase in temperature, and the susceptibility which rlepends on these ions falls according to
the law
= Na..0 I ( 1 +3 exp! - ( E 1 - E 0 ) I kT I).
The overall susceptibility falls somewhat more
slowly, since the ions which are in excited states
also contribute to the susceptibility. Our results
agree QUite well with Van Vleck's formula (2)
if we take E 1 - E 0 = 250 crn- 1 • A small dis-

x

200

Two samples of Srn 20 3 were investigated: one

I

-

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the atomic magnetic susceptibility of the Eu+++ion: the continuous
curve is according to the theory of Van Vleck 1, the
points+ are the results of Trapnell and Selwood3, and
the points 0 are the results of the present work.

As is clear from Fig. 2 our results agree quite
well with the theoretic~! cone lusions of Van Vleck 1 • 4 •
4

lower than the value of 400 cm- 1 obtained from
spectroscopic data 5 • Powever, it agrees well with
the value calculateo by Van Vleck for a shielding
constant of a = ~4. It shoulrl also be noted that
the value of the overall width of the multiplet
""5200 ern- 1 calculated from our value of E 1 - E 0

The magnetic properties of Srn+++- were studied
in two compounds: Srn 2 0 3 and Srn 2 (C 2 0 4 ) 3 ·10H 2 0.

~

i

0

susceptibility actually remains constant up to
"-'40° K. FroiTI the magnitude of this susceptibility, Xo (Fu+++-) = 8.42 x 10- 3 cgsu, the difference in energy between the ground and first excited levels can be calculaterl. The value which
we obtained, E 1 - E 0 = 250 crn-1, lies essentially

4. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF THE TRIVALENT ION
OF SAMARIUM

.,~~
\,_o.,

G

At low temperatures, for which all the europium
ions are in the ground state with J = 0, only the
constant term remains in F.q. (2): Xo = Na.. 0 • The

crepancy is observed only in the region 60-100° K,
where the values of the susceptibility lie somewhat below the theoretical curve.

~
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A. Frank, Phys. Rev. 39, 119 (1932).

sample (I) a product of the V ahlbaurn firm, the
purity of whi~h, according to the results of a
spectroscopic analysis*, was not less than 99.0%,
and the other sample (II) prepared by I. N. Zaozerskii. The latter sample was of very high purity
( "'v 99.99% ).
Investigations were carried out with
both samples, both before heating them and after
heating them.
rrelirninary experiments on the magnetic susceptibility of both samples of SrnzC'\ gave a basis
for supposing that we harl to ·~o with two crys-

* The authors extend their thanks to S. A. Borovik,
who carried out the spect1 "d analysis of this compound.
5 ~1. A.

El'iashevich, Spectra of the Rare Earths, 1953.
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talline modifications. X-ray photographs* confirmed that for sample I the crystalline structure
of the heated compound differed essentially from
the structure of the unheated compound, while for
sample II both structures were nearly the same. It
is known from the literature (see, for example,
reference 6) that at room temperatures Sm 2 0 3 has

X

J

~
~

a body-centered cubic lattice (of the type of !VIn 2 0 3)
with 16 molecules in the elementary cell. A new
crystalline modification is formed at a temperature
of 720° C. This modification has been little
studied; it has a pseudotrigonal structure. Evidently in the freshly heated sample I we were
concerned with the supercooled high temperature
pseudotrigonal modification of Sm 2 0 3 • The remaining forms had the cubic structure. It should
he emphasized that in the very pure compound
(sample II) supercooling does not occur, and we
are at all times, both before and after the heating,
concerned only with the equilibrium low temperature modification. We assume that the presence of
impurities in sample I facilitated the formation of
the high temperature modification.
The results of the investigation of the
temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of both samples are given in Fig. 3.
Within the limits of error of the measurements, all
the points lie on two separate curves. Curve 2
cprresponds to the results obtained for the heated
s~ple I, that is, for the pseudotrigonal structure
of Sm 2 0 3 • The results obtained at Leyden 2 in
1936 are also put with this curve. The results
obtained for both unheated samples describe curve
1. The results obtained for the heated sample
II also coincide with them. Thus this curve corresponds to the cubic modification of Sm 2 0 3 •
Both curves agree qualitatively with the
theoretical curve of Van Vleck, although the
quantitative discrepancies, especially at low
temperatures, are very significant. It would be
natural to suggest that these discrepancies depend
on the effect of the crystalline field (see below).
Hence it would he desirable to carry out an investigation of the magnetic properties of Sm +++ in

* The x-ray photographs of the samples were taken
by V. P. Taras ova and D. I. Graevskaia, with the kind
assistance of V. I. lveronova. The authors express to
them their deepest thanks.
6

V. I. lveronova, V. P. Tarasova and M. M. Umanskii,
Vestn. Moscow Univ. 8, 37 (1951).
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the atomic magnetic susceptibility of the Sm+++ ion. Curve 1 is for
the cubic modification of Sm 0 3 : 0 for sample I, e for
sample II; curve 2 is for the ~seudotrigonal modification
of Sm 2 0 3 : 0 for sample I, e for the Leyden results 2 ;
curve 3 is for Sm 2 ( C 2 0 4 ) 3 • 10H 2 0; curve 4 is the
theoretical curve1.

another compound, where the effect of the crystalline field would be smaller. Samarium oxalate
(Sm 2 (C 2 0 4 ) 3 ·10H 20), a salt favorably distinguished by its ,great number of molecules of
water of crystallization and the constancy of their
number, was chosen. The ff 2 0 molecules surround
the Sm ion in the crystal of the salt and significantly lower the inhomogeneous crystallline
field acting on the ion. The results ohtainecl for
the sample of Sm 2 ( C 2 0 4 ) 3 • 10H 2 0 are also given
in Fig. 3 (curve 3). They much more nearly coincide with the theoretical curve, deviating from it
by only 20% for 20° K.
With the aid of the value of X ( Sm +++) == 1.07
x I0- 3 cgsu (at 293° K ), obtained for Sm 2 (Cl\) 3
• 10H 2 0 by formula (2), the difference in energy
between the two lowest levels of the Sm +++multiplet was calculated. The value E 1 - E 0 ==1020 cm- 1
(equivalent to 1470° K) obtained agrees sufficiently well with the value 1100 cm- 1 obtained from
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spectroscopic results 5 • It lies between the two
values ( 1070 cm- 1 and 932 cm- 1 ) theoretically
calculated by Van Vleck 1 for the two shielding
constants u ""'33 and u =34.
The significant deviations of our results for the
magnetic susceptibility of the two modifications
of Sm 2 0 3 from the theoretical curve for free Sm-H+
ions must be explained by the effect of the crystalline field. The question of the effect of the
crystalline field on the magnetic properties of the
ions of the rare earth elements has been considered in a number of theoretical investigations7-9. In particular, the effect of the crystalline field on the magnetic properties of Sm-H+

in the salt Sm/S0 4 ) 3 • 7H 2 0 was investigated by
Miss Frank 10 • However, her considerations were
limited to the temperature region 70-300° K, where
the effect of the crystalline field may be considered insignificant.
The crystalline field splits the sixfold degenerate ground level of the samarium ion ( 6 H51 )into
2
three twofold sublevels, each of which may be
characterized by the effective magnetic quantum
number ±Mi eff" In this case the value of the
susceptibility will be determinerl not by formula
(1), but by the more complicate(!. formula

(3)

where AW 1 and AW 2 are l:he energy differences between the two corresponding upper and lower sublevels. The values of the effective magnetic
quantum numbers of each of the sublevels are obtained as a linear combination of the magnetic
quantum numbers of the free ion 5 M:

Mi

eff

=

~\ock\ 2 M,

(4)

M

wh-ere the a.ft are the coefficients in the expansion
of the wave functions corresponding to the i th sublevel, for the wave functions of the ion in a field
of cylindrical symmetry. The general solution of
the problem of the calculation of the particular
form of formula (3) requires a knowledge of the
symmetry of the crystalline field and the focm of
its potential. Fowever, in many cases it may be
assumed that the Mi e££ are approximately equal to
the corresponding values of the magnetic quantum
number of the free ion 11 • 12 • 5 • For Sm+++ one
should put into the formula the re.spective values

M = ±1/2, ±3/2, ±5/2. We have taken M1 =±l/2,

M2 = ±3/2, M3 ""'± 5/2.

7 Ho Bethe, Anno Physik 3, 133 (1929).

8 Ho Kramers, Proco Amsto Acado 35, 1272 (1932).
9 W. G. Penney and Ro Schlapp, Phys. Rev. 41, 194
(1932).

Ry comparing the resulting formula with the experimental results, we determined the values of
the oarameters AW 1 and AW 2 which occur in the
formula. For the cubic modification of Sm 20
obtained: AW 1

=

we

0 and AW 2 ""'52 cm- 1 (equivalent

to 73° K ). For the pseudotrigonal modification
ofSm 2 0 3 we found AW 1 ""20 cm- 1 (29° K) and

AW 2 ""'150 cm- 1 (218° K).
Our experimental results are shown in the graph
of Fig. 4, where the coordinates are 1/x and T.
Curve 4 of this graph corresponds to Van Vleck's
formula (l), curves 1 and 3 were calculated according to formula (3), using the values of the constants introduced above. Although a rather rough
assumption on the replacement of M
by M was
e££
made in the construction of these curves, a consideration of them gives a basis for some general
conclusions. First, when the corresponding set
of constants is used in Eq. (3), it will describe
with a sufficient degree of accuracy the results
obtained for the magnetic susceptibility of the
samarium ion in various compounds. Second, for
all the compounds of samarium which were investigated, the value of the effective magnetic quantum number corresponding to the lower sublevel
must be less than the Me ff corresponding to the
upper sublevel, since only in this case do we obtain curves situated above the curves for the free
ions. Giesekus 12 , in his calculations on the
splitting of the levels in Sm 2 ( Br0 3 ) 3 • 9¥ 20 ar-

11 K. Hellwege, Ann. Physik 4, 95 (1948).
12 H. Giesekus, Ann. Physik 8, 350 (1951).

3

10

A. Frank, Phys. Rev. 48, 765 (1935).
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FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the reciprocal of the atomic magnetic
susceptibility of the Sm-H+ ion. Curve 1 is for the cubic modification of
Sm 2 0 3 : 0 for sample I,
for sample II, the continuous curve is by formula
(3) ( t\W 1 = 0, t\W2 =52 cm- 1 ); curve 2 is for the pseudotrigonal modification
of Sm 2 0 3 : 0 for sample 1,
for the Leyden results 2 , the continuous curve is
by formula (3) (t\!V 1=20 cm- 1 , t\W 2=150 cm- 1); curve 3 is the straight line
example explained in the text; curve 4 is the theoretical curve for free ions- 1 •

e

e

CONCLUSIONS

rived at the opposite result.
Third, for sufficiently low temperatures the magnetic susceptibility must follow the Curie law
X= CIT, in which C = (Ng 2 fl~ 1 k) x(~M=££1 i),

In summing up the work reported, we may draw
the following general conclusions:
l. The temperature dependence of the magnetic
susceptibility of Eu 20 3 agrees sufficiently well

where the summation is taken over all the Meff of

with the theoretical dependence of Van Vleck. The
small deviation in the region 40 - 80° K may be
explained by the splitting up of the first excited
level, since this must lead to the deere ase in susceptibility beginning at lower temperatures.
2. The magnetic properties of the Sm++t ion
(especially at low temperatures) depend very
strongly on the crystalline lattice in which it is
found.
3. When a small amount of impurities is present,
samarium oxide which has been heated to 800° C
keeps the crystalline structure of the high
temperature phase when it is cooled to room
temperature. The magnetic properties of the
equilibrium and supercooled phases of Sm 20 3 are

the lower sublevel and i is the degree of degeneracy
of this sublevel. For the cubic modification of
Sm 2 0 3 the magnitude ( 1/i) ~M=ff must he of the order

10/8, that is, approximately 2.3 times as small
as the value ] (! + 1) / 3 = 35/12 obtained for
the sixfold degenerate level 6 H512 • The value of

C for an ion in the crystalline field will always be
less than the value of C for a free ion if the
Me ff of the lower subleve I is less than the Me ff of
the upper sublevel. As an example, the straight
line 3- 1/x = T /C 1 , where C 1 is calculated on
the assumption that the lower sublevel has Meff
=

± 5/2, is drawn in Fig. 4.

It should be remarked that, although from 300° K
to"' 70° K the results obtained for Sm 2 ( C 20 4 ) 3

10H 20 very nearly coincide with Van Vleck's
curve, the experimental points deviate from this
curve at low temperatures and approach curve 1.

essentially different at low temperatures. The
deviation of the temperature dependence of the
magnetic susceptibility of both crystalline forms
of Sm 2 0 3 from Van Vleck's theory for free ions
may be qualitatively explained by the splitting of
the ground state of Sm +++ in the field of the lattice.

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF TRIVALENT IONS

4. The temperature variation of the magnetic
susceptibility of samarium oxalate, for which the
effect of the crystalline field should be small, is
very close to the theoretical curve for free ions.
5. Energy differences between the first excited state and the ground state were calculated
from the magnetic data. The values obtained
(250 cm- 1 for Eu+++ and ID20 cm- 1 for Sm+++)
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agree quite well with spectroscopic results.
In conclusion, the authors wish to express their
deep gratitude to Professor P. G. Strelk,ov for his
constant interest in the work and to Professor
I. N. Zaozerskii, who kindly prepared the samples
and gave us a numb3r of valuable suggestions.
Translated by M. G. Gibbons
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Methods of Investigating the Width of Raman Lines and Their ·Application
P. A, RAZHULIN, S. G. RAUTIIAN, A I. SoKOLOVSKAIA AND M. SusHCHINSKII
P. N. Lebedev Institute of Physics, Academy of Sciences, USSR
(Submitted to JETP editor July 15, 1954)
J. Ex per. Theoret. Phys. USSR 29, 822-829 (December, 1955)
The effect of various factors on the observed width of Raman lines was considered and
methods of excluding the effect of these factors on the results of measurements are d~scribed.
Results are given of measurements of the width of a number of Raman lines using a prism
spectrograph with large dispersion. A comparison is made of the data obtained with data
found by other methods.

1

STUDIFS of the width and the form of Raman
•lines are of great interest from the viewpoint
of obtaining data on intramolecular and intermolecular interactions. The knowledge of the
width of these lines is also very important for the
correct selection and substantiation of the methods of measuring intensities. FTowever, the
width and the form of lines remain (up to the
,present time ) the least investigated parameters
in Ram an spectra, owing to the fact that their investigation is associated with great experimental
difficulties. These difficulties were, apparently,
successfully overcome for the first time in the
work of Sterin 1, although attempts to carry out
such measurements were made many times previously 2 •3 • In the work of Sterin two Raman lines
were studied with the aid of a Fabry-Perot etalon:
the line ~v = 992 cm- 1 of benzene and ~v=802 cm-1
of cyclohexane. Irrespective of the fact that these
belong to the strongest (and narrowest) Raman

lines, the interferometric method of measuring
proved very difficult. Ffence, this method would
not be very suitable for the study of weaker
lines. Also, additional difficulties arise when it
~s necessary to study the wider lines, owing to the
lact that the dispersion region of the Fabry-Perot
interferometer is inadequate. For this reason, we
developed indirect methods for the evaluation of
the widths of the Raman lines. Such indirect
methods are the "photometric" method, based on
the study of the dependence of the intensity of
lines on the width of slit of the spectrograph 4 •5 ,
and the method of the "effective wHth" of lines,
based on a comparison of the integral intensities
with the intensities at the maximum of the
1ines 6 ' 7 •8 • These indirect methods are essentially based on the data obtained in the work of

1 Kh. E. Sterin, Dissertation, lnst. of Physics, Acad.

6 M. M. Sushchinskii, lzv. Akad. Nauk SSSR, Ser. Fiz.
14, .'l87 (1950).

Sci. USSR, 1949; lzv. Akad. N auk SSSR, Ser. Fiz. 14
411 (1950).
'
2

P. P. Shorygin, Zh. Fiz. Khim. 15, 1072 (1941).
3 A. C. Manzies, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) 172 89
( 1939).
'

"M. l\1. Sushchinskii, lzv. Akad. Nauk SSSR, Ser. Fiz.
11, 348 (1947).
5 M. M. Sushchinskii, Trudy Fiz. Inst. Akad. N auk 5,
185 (1950);

7 l\1. l\1. Sushchinskii, J. Exper. Theoret. Phys. USSR
22, 765 (1952).
8 l\1. l\1. Sushchinskii, lzv. Akad. N auk SSSR, Ser. Fiz.
17, 608 (1953).

